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The Black Hills Flyfishers / December 2019

"The Finest in Angling Literature" 

Thursday, December 12th, 7 pm (doors open 6:45pm) at Murphy's back room, main floor this time!  
Dakota Angler & Outfitter is back again – to tell us what they’ve been seeing and trying on Black Hills 
waters!  Hey, they get paid to do this stuff and have a vested interest in being DARN good at it, and they 
are.  This is always some great ‘inside dope’ on tricking brown trout, trickster that you are!

Get there for FREE FOOD, compliments of:  Dakota Angler & Outfitter – no, they’re not cooking it, just 
paying for it – be sure to tell them THANKS!

December 2019 – the snows of fall have come and so has the time for dues!  Your dues are put to work 
by the current board members listed below – plus, your dues help pay for this fine rag that keeps the 
timber industry alive!

It’s BEST if you can pay your dues online at:  blackhillsflyfishers.com – as our mailing lists (US mail and 
email are auto-updated from there, let alone our accounting work).

If you get tired of being asked for dues, or trying to remember if you paid, didn’t pay – just get it over with 
and drop a $1,000 on a life membership!  Or, as one member put it to me – I’ll pay more in $30 dues over 
my lifetime, so I’ll keep doing that.  And, that is perfectly OK – we appreciate any level of membership!  

SEE THE LAST PAGE OF NEWSLETTER FOR MEMBERSHIP OPTIONS

Current board members are (these are the volunteers that make all our stuff happen!):

Bill Coburn, Spearfish Jeff Olson, Rapid City Brady Gabel, Missoula (used to live 
here)

Jarrod Reisner, Rapid City Harold Fenhaus, Rapid City Mike Lees, Rapid City
Mark Vickers, Hisega David Hanna, Hisega Kari Strong, Rapid City
Eric Monroe, Rapid City Evan Walterman, Rapid 

City
Hans Stephenson, Rapid City

Marcus Bevier, Belle 
Fourche

Some statistics from recent years:

Today we have 26 life members AND here the total paid memberships for past 3 years:

2019 199 paid members (includes life members), 102 are $30 memberships
2018 224 paid members (includes life members), 144 are $30 memberships
2017 180 paid members (includes life members), 128 are $30 memberships

December 12th (Thursday) Meeting – Dakota Angler & Outfitter!  

Notes From the Oval Eddy – DUES ARE DUE, by El Supremo

https://blackhillsflyfishers.com/


IF YOU DON’T PAY, WE MIGHT GET JERRY LEWIS TO START WITH A TELETHON OR MOOSE AND 
ROCKO MIGHT HELP YOU FIND YOUR CHECKBOOK!
Knots, by Hanna aka Snag

Knots, if you fish, you need to know them.  After I thought my knot inventory was proper and I didn’t need 
to learn another one……well, I did.

Over the past year or so, I’ve gone a bit off the rails for pike fishing.  The couple years prior to that, I was 
deep into streamer fishing.

First off – one needs their streamer to swim freely at times.  I always knew of the ‘Rapala’ knot from my 
youth spent East River.  That Rapala knot is a pain, so one day, my friend Kip (yah, that Kip) showed me 
his derivation of the Lefty Kreh Loop knot.  Well, let me tell you, this little knot is FANTASTIC.  Fast and 
easy to tie, and strong – what more do you want?  I know this is on paper so I won’t put a YouTube video 
link here because I know some of you might try to click it.  Turn on ‘the google’ and search ‘lefty kreh loop 
knot’ at youtube.com – Kip’s version isn’t there, but this will get you close enough.

Another knot for pike fishing – tying 20lb tippet to 60 or 80lb tippet – my trusty bloodknot wouldn’t work 
due to wildly different diameter of tippet, but I’ll be darned if the ‘ole Albright knot worked really well.  
Again, check your google.

Oh, you might say – yah, I struggle with knots.  Well, you know why don’t you??  You don’t fish enough!  
Or, you’re not practicing.  Of course you’ll stink at something if you don’t practice.  Get some 10lb line, sit 
on the couch, fire up a beer, turn on the you tube, and get to work.

Knots I swear by:  Kip’s saltwater loop (tippet to fly sometimes), improved clinch (fly to tippet, usually), 
blood knot (tippet to tippet) (I think the double surgeon’s is a weak knot, seriously read the tests), albright 
knot (big diameter tippet to small diameter tippet).  I’ve been curious to learn the palomar knot, but 
haven’t.  This Christmas, give a friend a gift, show them a knot they don’t know – it’s cheap (which good 
accountants can appreciate), and your friend might appreciate it.

Combat Casualties

Ace angler, BHFF board member, and world-
renowned fly fishing celebrity Kari Strong caught 
this whale of a redfish in (as I recall) Louisiana a 
few months ago.

Congrats to Kari, who has been an outstanding 
addition to the BHFF board, and has been very 
active with both local and national fly-fishing 
programs for women.    

Kari tried to maintain a low profile on this trophy 
catch, and the editorial staff at "The Finest" didn't 
receive a response to our request for an in-depth 
interview prior to the raggy deadline.  That said, I'm 
pretty sure she landed this on a 4-wt, using a size 
18 spawning shrimp.  

Photo:  Kari Strong poses with M.R. Big.



REMEMBER TO CHECK OUT BLACK HILLS FLYFISHERS ON THE WEB TO READ MORE ABOUT 
US WWW.BLACKHILLSFLYFISHERS.COM or on FACEBOOK 
Math Squawk, by JHawke

One day my fishing buddy, Elvis, declared that after 30 years he felt he could catch fish at will on the 
Bighorn River. This year he was compelled to introduce the latest rage and induce a little challenge into 
the sport. In preparation, we spent several hours with the finest fisherman in the Black Hills learning the 
basics of trout spey rod casting. Hansum Norwegenson was not only the finest fisherman but the finest of 
salesmen as he heaped glowing praise on the beautiful sweeping figure eights that waved around Elvis’ 
head before the rod shot out the heavy wooly bugger across the water on Canyon Lake. “You’re ready for 
the Bighorn,” Hansum announced as he untangled the fly line around Elvis’ neck. “This rod will get you out 
a bit further than the ordinary fly rod and you will catch fish that they can’t.”…Caching, Caching… the cash 
register rang. “But you Jhawke, had better, take one of my loaners until you get the hang of it.” 
After three day of hard work waving the Trout Spey, Elvis had not caught a fish and since I had caught 
one, he was getting a bit owly. He would not admit his Trout Spey investment was a part of the problem 
having made such a heavy investment. I joined him in reporting our dismal results by blaming the high 
flows of the past two years that was bewildering even to the Bighorn guides and resort owners. 

I normally consider it impolite to count the number of fish that we caught as we recant the day’s events 
with the others over dinner. Thirty fish days were not uncommon in years past. However, on this trip 
perhaps I was a bit too sensitive as Elvis’ proclaimed; “The fishing conditions were really tough. WE didn’t 
catch a thing… Zero…Skunked.” To wit in my defense, I quietly responded: “Well, Elvis might have been 
skunked… but I caught one.” To wit Elvis bristled and countered: “Oh, right… that was the time you raced 
me to the only ripple in the duck blind and got one on the first muffed roll cast that put the rest of them 
down.” 

To wit I stiffened myself and said: “But I caught one on this trip and that is 100% more than you.” 
Now that bit of math computation exposed my misspent eight years of High School and College 
Education. It was the opening Elvis needed to divert the attention away from his fishing prowess to 
suggest that I consult the calculus tables. To wit he stated; “One divided by zero is still zero. I had not 
caught 100 percent more fish than he had. The number is thereby incalculable. In its mathematical sense, 
it allows for no degree or modification for comparison.” 

Several weeks of haggling ensued whereby realism and objectivity seemed to be losing ground to the 
mathematical equations. My best objective argument seemed quite obvious to me. I said; “If we were 

starving on a desert Island and a beautiful native lady saw that I caught 
one fish and you had zero, which one of us would she choose to have 
dinner.” He said “I don’t see that happening fish or no fish.” 

One evening while dining with our wives and friends, P&P Barhoppers, 
sought to end the never ending debate and engaged our waiter who by 
chance was a brilliant, educated BHSM&T master’s student working on 
his doctorate in ” Infinitesimal Calculus”. As my bad luck would have it, 
his doctoral thesis dealt with the subject of differential and integral 
calculus. When asked to decide the question, he came back to our table 
loaded with graphs and papers showing that on geometric axis, any way 
you drew the curve between zero and one, the curve could never reach 
the number one. Therefore, it was infinitely impossible for me to claim 
catching 100% more fish. 

I generously complemented him on being very bright and that after seven years schooling and intense 
doctorate study, I felt he was eminently well qualified to work his way up the ladder to the position head 
waiter at this restaurant. 

http://WWW.BLACKHILLSFLYFISHERS.COM


Other friends came to rescue us from the incessant chiding. BJ Gunbarrel invited 6 couples to Chico Hot 
Springs for a fun relaxing weekend where the men, even Elvis and I, could catch great numbers of trout 
on the private spring fed water of nearby DuPuy and Armstrong Ranches. I returned my Trout Spey Rod 
to Hansum and Elvis hung his new outfit where it has yet to see daylight. After 2 days at Chico, Tim the 
Toolman and our host Billy Gunbarrel had caught a couple of fish. Oby II almost caught one. But Elvis and 
I caught zero. 

As I stated earlier, I rarely count fish. Apparently, however our friends had taken note of the total. BJ 
Gunbarrel, our hosts, had arranged with Chico Hot Springs for a private dinner for our group. To impress 
us all, especially our wives they arranged for a private room, and a special menu specifically prepared and 
served for us. The selected wine perfectly complimented the dinner and the beautifully arranged table was 
complete with thoughtful party favors. Oby II, suggested formal attire and dressed us all in western string 
ties before allowing us to be seated. 

The several course dinners were spectacular and the wine continued to flow. The party was in great form 
by the time our host and master of ceremonies presented the “Outstanding Fisherman” award to Tim the 
Toolman. He did not mention the exact number noting how tasteless it would be to count fish. I was 
greatly surprised when he turned to the other end of the table and asked if I would present the next award. 

I read it very slowly: “To Elvis, 
the only man ever to be 
skunked for 5 days on his last 
two Montana trips.” I reiterated, 
"Skunked for five days!” There 
was an “immeasurable” amount of 
boisterous laughter from the 
dinner guests. To my delight the 
floor was mine and I was given 
the opportunity to retell the 
events of this occasion without 
any mathematical modification of 
the details. 

Only this picture can portray the 
delight we find in retelling a 
good fishing story. The fun 
cannot be calculated. It is 
mathematically immeasurable. 
While I was in a state of total, 
100%, happiness; Elvis looked to 
have tripped a digit or two over his own infinite happiness scale. The Hawke Squawked.

Gear Review - Cliff's Bugger Beast

You've probably seen this box at your favorite fly shop or in the magazines, 
and Wyoming-based Cliff Outdoors has been a supporter of the BHFF auction 
for decades.  In any case, I've had a "Beast Jr." box filled with saltwater 
patterns for some period of time.  It was really a boat box, since I carried a 
small box (Cliff's Crab Shack, to be specific) in my shirt pocket while walking 
the coral flats.  As these things usually go, before too long the Beast Jr. wasn't 
big enough, so I graduated to the full-sized Bugger Beast.  One side for permit 
patterns, and the other side for bonefish patterns, and I now have a lifetime 
supply of saltwater patterns loaded into this one box.  

This is also an absolutely ideal box for a drift boat, and with a retail price of 
around $49, it's soft on the wallet as well.  Read the reviews online - they're 



consistently 5 stars.  This box was also the winner of the prestigious "Ka-Ching" Award at the 2007 
International Fly Tackle Dealer Show.  Be a Cliff.      It's the right thing to do.  
New Age Pat's Rubber Legs

If you’re looking for a great high water fly or a point fly for a Euro Nymph rig, this fly is one you won’t want to be 
without. Great fly in black, brown, and purple, as well as a lighter Golden Stonefly type yellow color. We got 
some mileage out of this pattern this year! While we don't always associate many of our streams as having 
high numbers of stoneflies, we do have a fair number. However, fish seem to hit this pattern whether they are 
feeding on stoneflies or not!

Video available at: 
https://shop.flyfishsd.com/collections/new-age-pats-
rubber-legs

Materials
Hook: Firehole Outdoors 718 size 6-14
Bead: Black Tungsten
Weight: Lead or Lead Free Wire
Thread: 140 Denier to match body
Tails/Legs/Antennae: Span flex to match body color 
scheme
Body: New Age chenille size 0 

Thursday, December 12th, 7 pm (doors open 6:45pm) at Murphy's back room, main floor this time!  
Dakota Angler & Outfitter is back again – to tell us what they’ve been seeing and trying on Black Hills 
waters!  This is always some great ‘inside dope’ on tricking trout!

Get there for FREE FOOD, compliments of Dakota Angler & Outfitter!  Be there!!!!

And…………….

Pay your dues online at:  blackhillsflyfishers.com  

Published when it's convenient to do so, Flylines, "The Finest in Angling Literature" is the voice of the Black Hills 
Flyfishers. Our editorial policy is to print the news, a portion of which will inevitably be true. Contributions to Flylines 
can be sent to Mark Vickers at wbg@rushmore.com. Complaints should be directed to David Hanna at 

And Hey - Don't forget!  December Meeting 

DUES ARE DUE!

https://shop.flyfishsd.com/collections/new-age-pats-rubber-legs
https://shop.flyfishsd.com/collections/new-age-pats-rubber-legs
https://blackhillsflyfishers.com/


davidhanna85@gmail.com. Read with extreme caution. FlyLines is non-toxic, but don't eat it.

BBlack Hills Flyfishers 
PPO Box 1621
RRapid City, SD 57709-1621

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

BLACK HILLS FLYFISHERS MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Name:    

Address:  

City, State, Zip:   

Phone / 
Email_____________________________________________________

Dues payments are $30 (general), $75 (sustaining), $125 (sponsor), $500 (donor), or $1,000 (lifetime).  Please 
complete all of the blanks above, make your check payable to Black Hills Flyfishers and mail to:

Black Hills Flyfishers
PO Box 1621

Rapid City, SD  57709
You can also make dues payments on-line at blackhillsflyfishers.com!


